
In Tune with
the Guest 24/7
Guestware provides you with the 
industry’s most robust and flexible 
guest experience management system. 
Its innovative Welcome Intelligence 
establishes a one-to-one relationship 
with the guest from marketing 
communications and loyalty to 
pre-arrival and service delivery 
throughout every stay.  

Marketing +
Service Delivery
Working Together
Guestware combines the marketing 
aspects of CRM with the service 
delivery aspects of a guest response 
system to provide an integrated guest 
experience management system. The 
synergy from leveraging the same 
guest database for both marketing 
and service delivery provides 
continuity of the guest experience 
throughout the lifetime of the 
relationship.

Guest 
Experience 
Management



Guestware: Where technology, marketing,
service delivery and facilities converge
in a single application.

Guest continuity

 Targeted communication

 Shared profiles

 Staff synchronicity

 Real-time data

 Reports and analytics

 Executive dashboard

 CRM + Loyalty

 Guest recognition

 Email marketing

 PMS/CRS interfaces

 Rapid response

 Mobile workflow

 Incident tracking

Service recovery

 Process improvement

 Mobile inspections 

 Facilities maintenance

 Global deployment

Independent to enterprise

 Multilingual

Cloud or premise based

  

Features & Benefits

Exceptional guest service

Perfect guest rooms

Effective service recovery

Proactive guest recognition

Targeted guest marketing

More loyal customers

  

Welcome Intelligence 
helps you deliver:

 Expand revenue opportunities

 Enhance guest satisfaction

 Increase staff productivity

 Lower operating costs

 Flexible deployment

  

Why Guestware?

The intelligence you need
to optimize the entire 
guest experience.



Service
Delivery

Hotel System
Integration

CRM +
Loyalty

Reports +
Analytics

Guestware helps you optimize workflow to create 

a proactive and responsive environment for 

delivering exceptional guest service. Guestware 

leverages mobile applications, automating 

service recovery and streamlining preventive 

maintenance to improve guest satisfaction and 

lower operating costs. Guestware provides 

accurate and actionable guest information 

throughout the entire organization. 

Guestware is designed to complement 

hotel PMS and CRS by integrating all 

critical guest information into a single 

database application to enhance the 

guest experience. It provides the 

relevant information for each guest to 

make 1:1 recognition a reality for every 

guest—not just for your top guests.

Guestware is a comprehensive CRM that 

includes shared guest profiles, guest 

recognition, loyalty management, email 

marketing and analytics. It’s fully integrated 

with guest-facing web profiles, CRS, PMS 

and property level service delivery to improve 

the guest experience throughout the entire 

customer lifecycle.

Guestware provides consolidated 

property and enterprise reporting for 

quality management, process 

improvement, and marketing analytics. 

Guestware helps you make informed 

decisions about marketing, service 

delivery and staff productivity to drive 

revenue, improve customer satisfaction 

and lower operating costs.


